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Walk safe with Bona
Bona Traffic Anti Slip
When you are coating a floor, are you sure the finish meets the
required slip resistance standard?
With the increased focus on slip resistance levels in public areas
AS/NZ Standard 4586 requires finishes to be R10 rated when
used on staircases, ramps and in food courts, cafes, foyers or
any area where spillage might occur.
Bona Traffic is the world’s biggest selling waterborne
2-pack used on more than 100 million m² of commercial
and high traffic domestic floors. Traffic Anti Slip combines
the proven performance of Bona Traffic together with anti
slip properties to meet the R10 standard for slip resistance.
More information at
www.bona.net.au

Note from the CEO
Welcome to issue 13 of Timber Floors Magazine!

TIMBER FLOORS

I hope you enjoy reading this issue.
If you are a profitable small business with
company status and less than $2million in revenue,
then you may benefit from the recent response to
the Henry Tax Review. The company tax rate will
be reduced to 28% from 2012-2013 (2015 for larger
companies) and you may also benefit from the
instant small business asset write-offs of up to $5,000 starting July 2012. You
will be able to depreciate other assets in a single pool at 30%.
Other changes include a 40% tax on large mine company profits and changes
to superannuation rates with payment starting to increase in 2013 until the
rate reaches 12% by 2020. Furthermore, workers who earn under $37,000 will
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receive a $500 per year rebate, effectively cancelling out the tax these workers
pay on their super contributions. The changes, which are the Government’s
response to the Henry Tax Review, will be phased in over seven years starting
in 2013, and will give employees who are aged 30 an extra $108,000 in super
savings, according to Government estimates.
While the economy is picking up, there are pockets of our industry still
finding the going tough. To help maximise your chance of winning the quotes
you are writing, be sure to use the ATFA Accreditation System (it doesn’t cost
anything to upgrade your status to increase your level) and use the ATFA
brochures, leaving them with the client to demonstrate your professionalism.
Randy Flierman
CEO
Australian Timber Flooring Association
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ATFA update
The next ATFA convention

Renew your membership

Publications for members

ATFA has partnered with Australian

In the coming months, members

The Australian Timber Flooring

Exhibitions and Conferences (AEC) to

will be provided with the updated and

Association membership renewal

run the 2011 convention in conjunction

considerably bigger Timber Flooring

period is now underway and renewal

with the annual Flooring and Finishes

Problems – Causes and Remedial

notices have been issued.

show together with Decoration and

Measures Manual. This publication

Design. This will provide exhibitors

complements the recently updated

the end of the financial year means

with a greater opportunity to showcase

Timber Floors Manual.

that this business-related expense can

themselves to a larger audience, with

Also due for release is the next

Paying your membership fees before

be claimed as a tax deduction in your

Decoration and Design attracting

issue of information sheets which

over 7,000 in Sydney and 15,000 in

should be added to members’ grey

Melbourne.

ATFA Information Guide. These

member website addresses to the

include an update of How to Get

ATFA website Find a Member search

Sydney Exhibition Centre, Darling

Paid (now including a draft letter of

function, which is used by consumers,

Harbour from 2 - 4 February 2011.

demand), Fire Ratings and Insulation,

so be sure to send this information

ATFA members have the opportunity

Re-humidification of Timber Floors,

about your business through to ATFA to

to exhibit for a reduced rate and select

Timber Hardness Ratings, Portable

maximise online exposure.

their trade stand position. Book early

Long Service Leave Details and the

to secure the best spot!

ATFA Flooring Profile.

The convention will be held at the

Protect new
timber flooring aned
save on expensiv
call backs

2010 tax return.
The association is now adding all

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

FLOOR LINER
• Vapour transmitting,
shock absorbant sheeting

Elite 3 edger

• Can be placed over
freshly laid, lacquered or
oiled timber floorings or
subfloors within 72 hours

8” and 12”
belt/ drum
combo sander

• Save on expensive repairs
and retouching to new
timber floors, which can be
damaged by other trades

parts • service • leasing available

• No-slip, reusable, no fixing
required

For free samples contact
EMP Industrial Australia

Synteko Pty Ltd.

Ph 03 9500 1819
Fax 03 9500 1883

info@empind.com.au
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Call: 02 9406 8100
info@synteko.com.au • www.synteko.com.au
www.galaxyfloorsanders.com.au

Coming events and training
The Seminar Series for 2010
continues, with the Installation, Sand
and Coat seminar running in Perth
and Brisbane during July. In August
the Parquetry and Cork Seminar takes
place in Melbourne, followed by the

Refer a mate ATFA membership windfall!
ATFA members who refer a mate to membership with the association will
receive a $25 Woolworths Wish Card for themselves and their mate! Cards
can be used for groceries, liquor, petrol and more. To qualify, just make sure
that your friend mentions you as the referrer on their ATFA membership
application form.

Timber products and Systems Seminar
in Sydney in September.
Keep an eye out for State Committee
activities, trade nights and other social
activities that are planned throughout
the country. Members will be kept up
to date with these events in ATFA’s sixweekly Off the Floor enewsletter.
For those interested in the
Australian Timber Flooring Floor
Inspector course, the next offering of
this course will be during September

Pictured here are Dave Meyer (right) from Lagler (the referrer) and
Jamie Lester of Sand-It Floor Sanding and Polishing (the new member)!

in Brisbane. ATFA is seeking a number
of experienced and capable operators
to conduct timber flooring inspections
in Queensland, New South Wales and
Tasmania.

DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
SKIRTING BOARDS
SPLAY BEAD
SCOTIA and TRIMS
Floor Bitz is the leading supplier of wood flooring
accessories in Western Australia.
We are now looking for State Distributors for our exciting new
range of pre-finished solid wood splay bead and skirting.
We also have a great range of wrapped MDF and pre-primed
wood skirting, wrapped MDF scotia in wood and bamboo
colours and a huge range of aluminium and vinyl-wrapped trims.

Please contact Greg Hood for more details.

MEMBER HOTLINE
phone 1300 361 693
Direct access to your
association for the
cost of a local call

Accessories for laying wood floors
Ph 08 9244 9488 Fax 08 9244 9088 email floorbitz@iinet.net.au
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Member Profile:
Parquetry Flooring Company
In 1991 Sam and Lyn Marafioti started a small home-

finishing of older hardwood timber floors to restore them to

based floor sanding business, known as Aarrans Floor

their former glory. They also supply, install, sand and finish

Sanding. Nearly two decades later, the business has seven

any type of new hardwood timber floors.

vans on the road.
With just an ad in the yellow pages to promote the
business, Sam and Lyn worked to slowly grow their customer
base. “Back then we didn’t even have a mobile phone. We
only had a pager,” remembers Lyn. “Sam would call home
from a phone box to get the messages and would then call all
the clients to organise quotations and jobs.” This lasted for
eight months until they purchased their first mobile phone.

The product range includes laminate,
engineered floating floors, parquetry
and cork. The retail store also offers
a great range of felt protection for all
furniture plus a one stop shop for all
cleaning and maintenance supplies.

After a year in business Sam had become so busy that they
needed to look at employing staff to help with the work load
and from there they put another three vans on the road.
By 1999 the business had grown to such an extent that
Sam and Lyn realised it was time to move it out of their

“I think what makes us stand out is the quality of service
we offer clients, to help them choose a species or product
that will suit their individual requirements,” says Lyn. “And
we are fastidious about quality control on every job!”

home. After looking for a factory around the Malaga area,

Sam is an ATFA Accredited Flooring Inspector and has

the Marafiotis purchased an established flooring business,

an ATFA ranking of level 7 Vanguard. Both Sam and Lyn are

Parquetry Flooring Company, and took over the premises at

keen to contribute their time and knowledge to the Australian

Enterprise Crescent in Malaga, where the business is located

Timber Flooring Association

to this day.
Today, Parquetry Flooring Company and Aarrans Floor
Sanding offer the total package, including the resanding and

“We are passionate about the timber flooring industry and
would love to pass on our experience and knowledge to other
members of the timber flooring industry,” says Lyn. f

Sam and Lyn Marafioti (inset)
Parquetry Flooring Company showroom (main photo)
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Members for five years, Parquetry Flooring Company was
one of the first businesses to join ATFA and the very first
members from Western Australia. During that time, Sam
Marafioti has progressed to Vanguard Member through
ongoing training, increasing his qualifications and experience
and contributing to the industry.
“Progressing through each of the levels to Vanguard
has been an incredibly valuable process,” says Sam. “My
knowledge has increased dramatically. This has been a great
benefit to our business and as I get older, I know I’ll be able
to pass this knowledge on to younger people.”
Sam is also on the Technical Committee, which enables
him to provide input into the industry.
The ATFA Member Accreditation Program is designed
to give recognition to ATFA members for their experience,
training and expertise. Level 1 is the default rank given to
all new ATFA members. Progressing through each level is
a straightforward process that benefits the member on the
way through, enabling them to build a stronger business.
An added benefit is that each level comes with greater
Parquetry Flooring Company showroom

recognition on the ATFA website and stronger visibility to
potential customers. f
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Species feature: Brushbox
Brushbox is a medium sized tree growing on the edge
of the rainforests along the east coast of Australia,

Physical properties of Brushbox

from Newcastle in New South Wales to Maryborough in

Botanical name: Lophostemon confertus,

Queensland. Some isolated stands also occur further north.

Tristania conferta
Family: Myrtaceae

Brushbox has a beautiful rich colour, which in some of the

Dry density: 900kg/m3

redder timbers can be similar to that of Turpentine.

Janka (harness) rating: 9.5

The heartwood ranges from pink-brown to red-brown but
is often very variable between trees. The sapwood is usually
a slightly paler, greyish brown colour. The grain is close and
even textured, often with a curly interlocking habit.
The heartwood has good resistance to termite attack
but is of only moderate durability (class 3) in relation to
resistance to decay. It is very resistant to impregnation with
preservatives.
The sapwood readily accepts preservative impregnation
and is only occasionally attacked by lyctid borers. It is

leached by rain.

unsuitable for steam bending.

Brushbox is relatively hard in relation to indentation

As long is the grain is relatively straight Brushbox has good
resistance to surface checking. Shrinkage is about 5% radial,

and ease of working with hand tools. It can be abrasive to

10% tangential; after reconditioning about 3.5% radial, 7%

machine cutters and tools due to the presence of silica in

tangential.

the wood. No difficulty has been experienced with the use of

The timber is resistant to wear with good resistance

standard fittings and fastenings.
As well as flooring and decking, common uses for

to splintering. Its natural waxiness occasionally causes
adhesion problems with some highly solvent floor finishes

Brushbox include general house framing, lining, cladding,

but it is a very good base for paints and stains. As with most

laminated beams and joinery, as well as plywood, turnery,

high-density species, machining and surface preparation

laminated bench tops and parquetry. It has also been used

should be done immediately before gluing. It is low in tannins

for mallet heads, croquet mallets, bobbins and shuttles for

and much less inclined to stain than the eucalypts when

the textile industry, butcher’s blocks and in boat building. f

ATFA MEMBER BRUSHBOX MANUFACTURERS
Company

Thickness

Widths

Contact

Armstrong

12mm laminate

125mm

1800 800 519
www.armstrong.com

Australian Solar Timbers

Boral Timber Flooring

Hurford Hardwood

J. Notaras & Sons Pty Ltd

Premium Floors (ReadyFlor)
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19mm

80mm and 130mm T&G strip flooring

19mm

260 x 65mm solid block parquetry

19mm

85mm and 130mm

18mm

175mm Silkwood engineered

15mm

133mm Silkwood engineered

18mm

260 x 65mm parquetry

10mm

80mm

12mm

83mm

14mm

86mm

19mm

130mm

21mm

180mm

19mm

60mm, 80mm, 130mm T&G solid wood flooring

19 and 14mm

65mm block parquetry

12mm

80mm overlay T&G flooring

14mm engineered

133mm x 2085 x 14mm Uniclic system

02 6562 6839
www.astfloors.com.au

1800 818 317
www.boraltimberflooring.com.au

02 6621 9886
www.hardwood.com.au

03 9399 9300
02 9982 3777
www.premiumfloors.com.au

Boral Silkwood

Brushbox 175mm

AFS/01-31-38
Promoting sustainable
forest management

engineered hardwood flooring

Silkwood is a prefinished hardwood flooring product
that needs no acclimatisation. Just open the box and
start laying. It can be glued down or floated directly on a
concrete slab, plywood, tiles or existing timber flooring.

Silkwood can be installed and walked on within a matter
of hours - no down time for sanding, finishing or curing,
a lot less mess and fewer fumes. Lay it right at the end of
the project to ensure that it’s a perfect floor at hand-over.

For installation guides, product samples or a list of Silkwood resellers,
phone 1800 818 317 or visit www.boraltimberflooring.com.au.
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Know your coatings
While the choice in timber finishes

now account for a much more

scuff resistance which has meant that

is broad, growing awareness of

significant part of the market.

water-based will out-perform oil-based

sustainability issues, together with

Improved resistance to wear,

coatings, with some water-based two-

health and safety concerns, have been

scratches and staining has seen

pack polyurethanes providing wear-

major influencers in developments in

both one- and two-pack water-

resistance superior to that of many

coatings technology in recent years.

based coatings used on many more

solvent-based coating offerings.”

Timber floor finishes can be

residential and commercial timber

Chu goes on to say that there are new

grouped into four main categories:

floors. Low toxicity and faster drying

water-based sealers on the market,

penetrating oils and waxes, curing

times are key advantages of water-

such as Intergrain’s Enviropro Timber

oils and alkyds, oil modified urethanes

based coatings.

Seal Ultra. This means that contractors

According to Dulux Group R&D

can offer a complete water-based

three categories being available in

Senior Development Chemist Keith

system without sacrificing colour.

solventborne and waterborne varieties.

Chu, “In the past, objections to water-

and polyurethanes, the latter

Solventborne polyurethanes provide

based coatings have been that they

the highest durability and film build

coatings were regarded as inferior or

haven’t provided the wear resistance

of all coating types with the highest

lacklustre alternatives to traditional

that solvent-based coatings could.

gloss levels for the gloss options.

solvent-based products. As technology

However, recent developments have

However, there is a strong solvent

has improved, water-based coatings

seen a dramatic increase in wear and

smell on application and the fumes are

In years gone by, water-based

of the highest toxicity level (isocyanate
content) until the coating has cured.
With the correct use of personal
protective equipment this aspect is not
considered an issue.
Solventborne polyurethanes can be
used with fast-dry sealers, providing
the highest gloss and film build option
of all timber finishes. These sealers
are of intermediate cost and generally
provide trouble-free application. They
do, however, have poorer edge-bonding
resistance. Currently, this type of finish
is commonly used in Australia.
Penetrating oils and waxes are
blends of natural oils and waxes with
added chemical salt “driers”. They are
dissolved into spirit-type solvents, with
some of the very low volatility types
meeting the Green Building Council
guidelines of 140 g/L VOC emission.

As technology has improved, water-based
coatings are now accounting for a much more
significant part of the market.

This coating type requires regular
application of metalised acrylic
polishes. Waxes and penetrating oils
will darken as they age and are slower
to cure in cold weather.
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Curing oils such as tung or linseed,

solvents. This results in durability being

Waterborne UMOs are a recent

dissolved in mineral turpentine or white

improved from a low to a moderate

addition to the timber flooring finishes

spirits, contain added chemical curing

level. This is a lower cost option while

market. Although higher in cost than

agents called metal driers. Curing oils

providing good edge bonding resistance

the solventborne, the waterborne

are available in various gloss levels,

and a rich timber colour. These are

UMOs have the advantage of low VOC

from high gloss to satin.

more traditional types of finishes which

emissions.

These finishes are low cost, have

are less commonly used.

good edge bonding resistance and

Urethane Modified Oils (UMO) are

When it comes to timber coatings,
solvent-based polyurethane has the

produce a rich timber colour. However,

mineral turpentine-based coatings that

largest market share,” says Dave

they can be slower to cure in cold

combine an oil or alkyd with urethane.

Hayward, ATFA’s Technical Manager.

weather and darken as they age, with

The higher the amount of urethane

“Due to VOC and other health aspects,

some types yellowing in the dark or

in the product, the better its wear

some timber flooring contractors have

when covered. Curing oils require

resistance properties. However, as

moved away from using solvent-based

frequent applications of metalised

the main portion of the resin is still an

polyurethanes to water-based products.

acrylic polishes.

oil or alkyd, the coating still has good

We are likely to see this trend continue,

flexibility and edge bonding resistance.

although there have been some positive

curing oils with synthetic resin and

UMOs are usually available in gloss and

product developments with lower VOC

dissolving them into spirit based

satin sheen levels.

solvent-based polyurethanes.” f

Alkyds are produced from reacting

6470 TImberSeal Advert_FINAL.pdf

1

3/05/10

10:56 AM
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Sustainable timber flooring
manufacturing practices
With Australian companies continually looking for ways
to demonstrate their commitment to the environment,
sustainability has become a significant issue in business

the material for the firing of their boilers. The remaining
shavings are sold to chicken farmers and horse trainers.
“We ensure that the shavings are free from contaminants

planning and development. Timber Floors Magazine looks

derived from CCA treated pine and from species such as

at some of the sustainable manufacturing practices adopted

Blackwood, which are carcinogenic. Our sustainability

by ATFA members.

measures sit very well with our existing customers and are

Shavings, sawdust and timber off-cuts are a regular sight
at timber manufacturing facilities and sawmills around the

assisting us to secure new ones,” says John.
In addition to having Chain of Custody Certification, ATFA

world, but the days of these products finding their way into

members Gunns Timber Products, Hurford Hardwood and

landfill are becoming increasingly scarce.

Boral Timber have a number of measures in place that

Tasmanian timber manufacturer Oakdale Industries is

demonstrate their commitment to sustainability.

walking the environmental walk by utilising materials that
had previously been regarded as waste products.
“We don’t actually refer to it as waste product anymore,”
explains Oakdale Industries Divisional Manager John Hollis.
“We like to think that we are extending a product’s life-cycle
by finding new uses for what we discarded in the past.”
John and his team use timber off-cuts to manufacture
small items such as business card holders, mixed species

Gunns Timber Products derives 85
percent of its energy from waste byproduct. Biomass, such as sawdust,
shavings and woodchips is used as
a renewable energy source that is
classified as greenhouse neutral.

drink coasters, pot stands and cutting boards. The majority
of these products are sold to visitors to Tasmania who want

The company also segregates the waste from the

to take home a memento of the island state’s superb timbers

processing and despatch of timber. “Through effective waste

and high level of craftsmanship.

management we are able to recycle or reuse up to 97% of the

“We are also seeing interest in these product lines from

waste stream, which prevents it from going to landfill,” says

conference organisers who are looking for good quality,

Jessica Williams, Sustainable Energy Officer. “Some of the

reasonably priced gifts for their delegates and guest

ways our waste is recycled include use as energy, fertilizer,

speakers.”

garden mulch and scrap metal.”

Oakdale Industries also recycles its timber shavings,
selling the majority to a local brick manufacturer who uses

Extensive rainwater catchment systems have been
installed at Gunns to capture and use rainfall and reduce the
amount of fresh water used. The processing sites also reuse
their water so that only a limited amount of fresh water is
required for production.
Across the Gunns Timber Products sites, the company has
been able to reduce diesel fuel consumption by up to 17%
in the past two years. This has been through reducing idling
times, upgrading to more fuel efficiency plant, identifying
equipment which could be made redundant through process
changes and downsizing motors where suitable.
Hurford Hardwood is another example of an ATFA member

“We like to think that we are extending a
product’s life-cycle by finding new uses for
what we discarded in the past.”
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committed to sustainability. The company has recently
introduced the GreenTree Flooring range, which is a product
sourced purely from sustainable hardwood plantations.

new

product

Photo courtesy Hurford Hardwood

“Over recent years Hurfords has invested heavily in
large tracts of land and undertaken a program to plant
hardwood trees suitable for sawing,” explains Malcolm
Johnston, Hurford National Marketing Manager. “In
addition, all Hurford flooring product waste is used as
biofuel in a local co-generation plant. This waste results
in a carbon neutral substitute for fossil fuel energy.”
Boral Timber Flooring also takes sustainability
seriously. The company has invested a great deal of time,
money and effort in ensuring that the company meets its
social, ethical and environmental obligations.
“Our kiln operations are fuelled by sawdust waste,”
says Steve Dadd, General Manager - Hardwoods. “We
also supply surplus sawdust and wood residues to local

Hardwood overlay flooring,
precision milled to 10mm

green power production utilities, for example, at the
Condong Sugar Mill and Rocky Point Power.”
The company also has significant measures in place
to conserve water. “Timber production uses negligible
amounts of water in the production process. However, we
have large catchment areas within our factories and log
yards so that storm water is collected on our sites,” says
Steve. “This is recycled in collection tanks for our steam
boilers and we also distribute storm water runoff around
our sites into vegetation buffer zones.”
Recycling is a priority for Boral. Timber products are
typically transported and sold in bulk and have very little
packaging. Any cardboard products used for packaging

• The unique profile design of Ultra10 overlay flooring offers
a 5.5mm wear layer for excellent performance
• Available in 86mm cover width
• Available in the following popular native Australian
hardwood timber species:
Blackbutt, Grey Ironbark, Spotted Gum, Brushbox,
Sydney Blue Gum and Rose Gum
• A 10mm board offers a cost-effective hardwood timber
flooring option with good value for money per square metre
and using forest resources sparingly
• Packaged in random lengths from 400 to 2700mm in small
bundles of around 3m2 for easy site management
Phone Hurford Hardwood on 02 6621 9886
or visit www.hardwood.com.au for details

are of recycled material.
Boral is also committed to assisting developers,
architects, designers, builders and consumers to achieve
their sustainability goals and provides cost effective,
long-term building solutions and products that address
climate change issues. f
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The big parquetry come-back!
Popular for centuries, parquetry has taken a back seat

“The beauty of parquetry is that by using patterns and

to traditional timber flooring in recent years. However,

different species of timber you can create a look that is purely

with house sizes increasing, parquetry has recently been

individual to your home,” says Lyn. “Parquetry flooring is so

enjoying renewed popularity.

adaptable. It enables the layer to create a floor that is truly

Parquetry is essentially small solid blocks of timber, cut to

beautiful in its appearance, and you can create so many

an exact size and adhered with parquetry adhesive to create

interesting patterns. Parquetry can even be utilised to create

a pattern directly onto a level subfloor such as concrete,

patterns like those found in quilting.”

plywood or an old timber floor.
Parquetry can be laid in an array of patterns, from basic

Niel Morley from VCS Timber agrees: “Parquetry installed
in a large space can look amazing. Once you start mixing

brick bond to the more intricate designs of herringbone,

timber colours and species and creating patterns, you can

double herringbone, fish tail and basket weave. It is

produce some incredible results.” Niel does warn that laying

extremely stable and hard wearing, with a wear layer around

parquetry correctly can be an extremely time-consuming

10mm thick.

affair. “To get an understanding of how labour intensive the

Mosaic parquetry is made up of small solid wood fingers
laid in square panels, while as the name suggests, block
parquetry is laid in single blocks. According to Lyn Marafioti
from Parquetry Flooring Company, block parquetry comes in
either 14mm or 19mm, with 14mm being the most popular.
“Block parquetry is great as the individual blocks allow it to
be laid in several patterns,” says Lyn.

While any timber species can be
used for parquetry, currently some
of the more popular species include
Blackbutt, Brushbox, Jarrah and
Tasmanian Oak.

process is, block parquetry requires approximately 25 to 35
pieces of individually laid timber per metre whereas with the
modern type of strip flooring a person may install two square
meters using just 11 pieces
or less.”
Niel has noticed parquetry making a big comeback in
recent years after losing popularity in the early 1990s.
“Parquetry was hugely popular in the early 90s,” he
remembers. “So much so that every man and his dog started
trying to install it, in many instances incorrectly, resulting
in a lot of dodgy floors. I saw a number of floors where the
parquetry had been laid upside down! After that, people
backed away from parquetry, but still wanted a glue-down
alternative, which is how the plank on ply industry was born.

“The beauty of parquetry is that by using
patterns and different species of timber
you can create a look that is purely
individual to the project”
12

“Fortunately people have short
Parquetry trivia from our friends at Wikipedia

memories, and with the recent trend

One of the most famous parquet floors is the one used by the Boston

towards larger houses, parquetry has

Celtics of the NBA. The original floor, which was installed at the Celtics’

become popular again. A nice timber floor

original home of Boston Arena in 1946, was moved intact to Boston Garden

looks great in a big space,” says Niel, “but

in 1952 and used there until the team moved to what was then known as

parquetry looks quite spectacular!”

FleetCenter in 1995, now known as TD Garden. The floor remained intact

Parquetry is definitely enjoying increased

and in use until it was cut up and sold as souvenirs in 1999, after the 1998

popularity as a decorative statement in

demolition of Boston Garden. The Celtics now play on a parquetry floor

residential applications.

inside TD Garden that combines old and new sections.

“Many of our customers are now
leaning towards more feature panels in
their floors, rather than just having a
straight, clean look,” says John Hollis,
Divisional Manager, Oakdale Industries.
“Our most popular species would have
to be Tasmanian Oak, partly because it
represents good value for money, and
partly because when you start with a
light colour you can stain it to achieve the
desired effect. It comes up beautifully as

Image courtesy of hoopdoctors.com
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parquetry.”f

A modern history of parquetry
For centuries timber parquetry floors were available

square feet of various parquetry construction. The high

only to the rich. By the end of the nineteenth century,

quality parquetry flooring produced was three-ply, 40mm

with the development of the steel nail, tongue and groove

thick product with a 13mm thick hardwood top layer. This

wood flooring was introduced. Although the flooring

construction was bulky, unstable and expensive, with the

was inefficient, with only a 3mm wear layer, it was a

parquet having to be nailed down to a wooden subfloor.

big deal at that time. At the end of the 1930s, with the

Efros decided to eliminate the wasteful lower two plies

development of concrete floors and flooring adhesives,

and to develop a system to glue the parquet directly

mosaic straight edge flooring with no tongue and groove

to the subfloor. The biggest challenge was to develop

was introduced.

the technology for parquetry installation, finishing and

The idea of making high quality, mass-produced

maintenance.

parquetry flooring at an affordable price originated

In 1975 Efros emigrated to the USA. After 25 years of

in 1970 with Anatoli Efros in the USSR. At that time

research and development, he successfully completed

he was the head of the department of the Ukrainian

his goal of manufacturing a practically indestructible

Woodworking Ministry, producing wooden components

parquetry flooring product that when used with the

for construction. The parquetry flooring division

correct adhesives and finishes would last for over 100

consisted of 17 factories producing over 60 million

years. Hats off to Efros!

Embelton Flooring manufactures
and distributes a complete range
of products and equipment for
the flooring industry

Embelton Flooring
ACN 004 251 861
Victoria - Head Office
147-149 Bakers Rd, Coburg 3058
Tel 03 9353 4811
Victoria
1/72 Fenton St, Huntingdale 3166
Tel 03 9545 6499
New South Wales
3/100-108 Asquith St, Silverwater 2128
Tel 02 9748 3188

•

Parquetry

Queensland
44 Millway St, Kedron 4031
Tel 07 3359 7100

•

Cork

•

Floating Floors

•

Solid Strip Timber Flooring

•

Sound Insulation Matting

•

Adhesives for Timber Installations

•

Sanding Products

•

Polyurethanes / Coatings

•

Tools and Machinery

•

Bamboo

•

Laminate Flooring

Western Australia
37 Sundercombe St, Osborne Park 6017
Tel 08 9204 1300

Pictured: Melbourne Recital Centre
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How to shoot your finished timber
flooring projects
Timber flooring is essentially an aesthetic product and for

Most domestic and commercial sites lack natural light.

this reason, timber flooring supply and install businesses

However, the results will be poor if you try to shoot a floor

should continually build a photography library of their

using a flash. It’s best to override the flash on your camera

finished projects for marketing purposes. However,

and find something stable to lean on so that the camera

shooting interiors is a challenge for the average contractor.

can shoot a longer exposure. If you have a tripod, that’s

The task is left to a few snaps on a camera phone and

ideal, otherwise stabilise your camera against a wall or on a

the opportunity for valuable visual marketing material

handrail to keep it absolutely still. If you hand-hold a camera

is lost. Here, photographer Bruce Perry of Perry + Perry

in low light, the shot will almost certainly be blurred and of

Photography in Sydney outlines his secrets to shooting

no use to you from a marketing point of view.

timber floors to perfection.

Using natural light will give you the best chance at getting

Consumers love before and after shots so shoot the project
before you install the floor. Remember exactly where you

floors look yellow or orange while fluorescent lights add a

stood to take the shot and shoot it again afterwards. These

blue tinge. Natural daylight can swing slightly either way, but

makeover before and after shots are particularly effective as

it is less likely to have a dramatic effect on the colour of a

flash slide shows on a website.

timber floor when you’re shooting inside.

Timber floors are tricky to shoot at times and the most
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the colour of the flooring right. Incandescent lighting makes

Another important tip to remember when shooting photos

obvious challenges are lack of light when shooting indoors

of timber flooring is to keep any windows behind you. If you

and large, distracting reflections on the floor from lights in

are shooting a timber floor facing a window, most of your

the room or from windows. Getting the species colour right is

floor will be filled with a distracting shiny reflection. Keep the

another challenge.

windows behind you when shooting timber floors and you’ll

Large reflections in the floor when shot

Reflections almost completely reduced with

Shot using camera phone: colour balance

towards the windows

the use of a polarising filter

too orange, not much detail, too dark

cut down this visual interference.
Frame up the shot thoughtfully to include some of the
furnishings in the room such as couches, kitchen benches
and pot plants. Consumers like to see how a timber floor
fits in with the overall interior design of the space and also
how timber floors might flow on into other areas such down
stairs. Make sure the room is neat and tidy so there is no
distracting mess and ensure that the floor is spotless for
the shot. Take a broom, towel and a spray bottle with you to
clean the floor thoroughly.
Try shooting the room from angles other than a standing
position. Try shooting from a lower level such as coffee table
height or a higher level such as half way up a staircase,
shooting back down into the room. Shoot lots of different

This is the same room as shot on page 16 but shot in the other
direction away from the windows. Shoot your finished flooring projects
with windows behind you so that the room is well lit and so that any
reflections on the floor are reduced. Fill about two-thirds of the shot
with flooring for maximum impact.

angles, close ups and full room shots with as much floor in
the shot as possible.

Homeowners are usually happy to
allow access to the site once they have
moved in, as long as you offer them a
copy of the shots you take in exchange
for some time to shoot the finished,
furnished project. Usually they’re
pretty chuffed to think their home is
worth shooting.
Benefits of using Wonderful Floor

Ask the owner to walk through the shot if you like the

effect of a blurry figure sweeping through the room. You’ll
probably need to convince the owner that they’ll be out of
focus in the shot before they’ll be willing! Pets add some life
to a shot as well, as long as you can keep them sitting still.

ECO-FRIENDLY

WONDERFUL FLOOR
RENEWABLE
ACN: 107 906 374

Wonderful Floor specialises in pre-coated
Australian solid hardwood, engineered
floating hardwood and pre-coated
bamboo floors.
Our products are environmentally
friendly and have been sourced from
sustainably managed forests.

If you really want to take your marketing seriously but
don’t have the budget for a professional photographer
to shoot your finished flooring projects, it’s highly
recommended that you invest in a decent digital camera and
lens to shoot your flooring projects properly and to do your
work justice. A good SLR camera, a 28 - 80mm multipurpose
lens with a polarising filter to cut floor reflections and a

Wonderful Floor (Factory)
62-66 Vallance Street, St Marys NSW 2760
Phone 02 9517 4742 Fax 02 9517 2436
www.wonderfulfloor.com.au

tripod is an excellent start. f
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Instant attention: Installing an
inlay is easier than you think
Now more than ever, contractors need
something that will set them apart
from the competition, and nothing is
more instantly eye-catching than an
inlay as a focal point. You can make
your own or go the easy route of
buying one already manufactured.
Although installing an inlay
may seem intimidating, it’s a
straightforward process. If you have the
template and the right router bit, being
proficient with a router and a chisel are
the main skills required. Beyond that, a
little patience always helps, too.
Following are the basic steps
involved in dropping in an unfinished
inlay. The steps are largely the same
for a prefinished inlay. As always,
follow the specific directions from
the manufacturer of the inlay you’re
installing.

Step 1
Choose the placement of the inlay

Step 2
Affix the template to the floor.

and use the template to mark it. Be
sure to check the position with the
client, and also check the cuts that
will be required—you don’t want small
pieces of wood to be left in the field.
Use a stud finder to check for fasteners
in the floor and mark their locations on
the floor.

What you will need
• Inlay and template
• Stud finder
• Pencil
• Hammer
• Router + flush-mount trim bit

Step 3
Use a router with a flush-mount

Use a hammer and nail set to sink

• Eye protection

trim bit to start routing out the area

any fastener heads that have been

• Hearing protection

for the inlay. Don’t try to go down the

exposed. Then, adjust your router bit

• Vacuum

full 19mm depth in one pass—do it in

to a 12mm depth and follow the same

• Nail set

a minimum of three passes. For the

pattern. Vacuum the area again. Then,

• Chisel and/or corner punch

first pass, go down a depth of about 1/4

go down the full 19mm depth with the

• Wood adhesive

inch. Go in a clockwise direction as you

router and vacuum again.

• Screws

use the router and go slowly where you

• Drill

expect to hit a fastener. Then vacuum
out the sawdust.
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Step 4

tramex_60x270_0709

First published in Hardwood Floors Magazine
USA, April/May 2009
by Kim Wahlgren

2/7/09

3:09 PM

Page 1

Don’t Take
Risks!

Avoid Expensive
Problems!

TEST FIRST!

quickly and easily with
a TRAMEX Moisture Meter.
Step 5
Remove the template and the nails

Step 6
Now it’s time to dry-fit the inlay. Be

used to affix the template to the floor.

sure you can remove the inlay after

Then remove the boards and the

it’s dry-fit. Some contractors use

moisture retarder where the inlay

blue tape under the inlay; others use

will go. Next, use a chisel or a corner

suction cups. As you dry-fit the inlay,

chisel to remove the flooring in

don’t hit it directly with a hammer

areas that couldn’t be reached by the

or mallet—if you need to persuade

router. Vacuum the entire area well,

it into the space, use an extra piece

making sure there is nothing left that

of flooring between the hammer and

will interfere with placing the inlay.

the inlay.

Step 7

Step 8

Once you are confident the inlay

Put weight on top of the inlay to

will fit well, remove it and spread

allow the adhesive a better bond.

the recommended amount and type

Once the adhesive has cured, the

of adhesive on the subfloor with the

inlay can be sanded and finished

correct trowel. Be sure to cover the

along with the rest of the floor (not

entire area. Some inlays also come

waiting for the adhesive to cure can

with knockouts—small areas where

cause bubbles in the finish).

the top layer can be removed so you
can screw the inlay down and then
glue the knockouts back in place..

Check timber, concrete, any material
instantly. No probing, no drilling absolutely no surface damage
and no waiting for results.

The meters pay for
themselves within days.
Contact us now for details of
our range of reliable moisture meters
and hygrometers for relative
humidity testing.
rete
onc E4
C
ck
CM
Che h the ing
wit o Drill d!
N uire
req

Moisture testing Equipment
for the Flooring and
Restoration industries.
For more information and
specification sheets contact

Tel: 02 9418 1002
Fax: 02 9498 8576
Email: sales@cornell.com.au
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US - Australian installation and
finishing training schools
Over 25 participants from around Australia completed the

of the timber flooring profession. ATFA would also like to

US Fundamentals School in Autumn 2010. The schools were

acknowledge the educational partners, especially the major

led by a team of Australian Instructors, with Tony Powell

educational partners, Boral Timber and Hurford Hardwood,

heading the team, which included Barry Olszak, Robert

for their generous support.

Clague, Chris Stringer, Chris Hunter, Andrew Sherriff and

Jeff Tiedtke from Bosch Specialised Timber Floors in

David Stringer. A further 30 attended the Intermediate and

Western Australia attended the advanced course. Having

Advanced Schools a few weeks later.

previously completed the fundamentals and intermediate

The schools were held at Holmesglen TAFE in
Melbourne, with TAFE credits awarded to those eligible.
The Intermediate and Advanced Schools were led by the

schools, Jeff decided to do the advanced course to learn
some new techniques and see what others are doing.
“The course was absolutely fantastic,” said Jeff. “Daniel

American contingent headed, as always, by industry legend

Boone was extremely good and all the instructors were

Daniel Boone and ably supported by Todd McDonald, Steve

excellent and very hands on. I’ve been in the industry for

Seabaugh, Mickey Moore, Tom Peotter and Christine Coates

twelve years, but I believe the course has given me a much

who makes it all happen from the American end.

greater range of flooring techniques to offer customers. I’m

ATFA would like to thank all who were involved in the

sure even the most experienced floor sander would have

success of the schools, particularly the instructors who

learnt something at this course. Anyone thinking of doing the

continue to give up so much of their time for the benefit

course should go for it!”

TRIO 3 DISC SANDER
Unique planetary motion, more power and
pressure producing a superior fine finish sooner
• Time saver, easy to use
• Parquetry or strip flooring - the best finishing
machine on the market
•

SUPERHUMMEL 12” BELT SANDER
Big power and speed for big jobs
• Convenient single phase power
• The grunt for rough sanding and the finesse for
finer finishing
• Low maintenance and the best value-for-money big
machine on the market
•

THE WORLD FAMOUS HUMMEL 8” BELT SANDER
• Used by thousands of professionals
Australia-wide
• Simple ergonomics, easy to use
• Perfect finish
• Low-maintenance, superb value

SYNTEKO CLASSIC, JOIN THE REvOLUTION...
Easy to use
• 2 coat system
• Fast drying
• Superb, smooth finish
• Rejection proof
Exclusive in victoria to LAGLER AUSTRALIA
•

Freecall 1800 880 888 | www.lagler.com.au
Head Office: 28 Parkhurst Drive, Knoxfield vIC 3180 | Branch Office: 15A Allied Drive Tullamarine vIC 3043 with distributors in QLD, NSW, WA, SA and TAS.
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Without the support from the industry this school
would not be possible. ATFA would like to thank the
following contributors:

ASPHALT

From the US
• Daniel Boone, Powernail – Head Instructor
• Christine Coates, Coates and Associates –

BLOCKS

UnderPly

Instructor/Administrator
• Steve Seabaugh – NWFA
• Todd MacDonald – WD Flooring
• Mickey Moore

BRICKS

• Provides a stable substrate that will not
delaminate, buckle or bow a hardwood
tongue and groove strip floor

• Tom Peotter – Oshkosh Designs
Australian Instructors
• Tony Powell, Floors by Powell - Lead Australian

CONCRETE

Instructor
• Chris Stinger, Cork & Parquetry Specialists
• Andrew Sheriff, Costless Flooring

FORMWORK

• Barry Olszak, Abcor
PAVERS

• Chris Hunter, HQ Flooring
Australian Assistant Instructors
• David Meyer, Lagler Australia

• UnderPly is rated at E0 for
formaldehyde emissions (the lowest
rating possible) and will not release
formaldehyde under normal service
conditions
• 40 year warranty on lamination

PLASTERBOARD

• Sam Marafioti, Parquetry Flooring Company

• Economical to use
For more information phone
free call 1800 773 596 or visit
www.boralplywood.com.au

• Malcolm Johnston, Hurford Hardwoods
• Brett Scarpella, Loba Australia

• Manufactured to F14 stress grade so
it is less likely to develop substrate
interaction noise when walked on,
compared to lower grade products
• Marine bond is heat, cold and water
proof

• Robert Clague, Northern Suburbs Timber Flooring
• David Stringer, Stringer Custom Floors

• Manufactured in a T+G profile for use
over bearers and joists or square edged
for use over concrete

PLYWOOD

Major Educational Partners
Boral Timber and Hurford Hardwood
Australian and US Educational Partners

QUARRIES

3M, Big River Timbers, Bonakemi USA, Bona, Bostik,
Cabot’s, Clarke American Sanders, Coates and
Associates, Embelton, Holmesglen TAFE, Gunns
Timber Products, Lagler Australia, Loba Australia,

ROOFING

Norton Abrasives, Oakdale Industries , Porta-Nails,
Powernail, Selleys, Sika, St Peters, Synteko and WD
Flooring, Woodwise.

SCAFFOLDING

ATFA would also like to thank Hurfords and Lagler
for their kind financial contribution to the program.
TIMBER

TRANSPORT

AFS/01-31-21

WINDOWS
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Technical feature: block parquetry:
What grade is that?
David Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager, outlines the

feature. Therefore, features generally have a less dominant

various factors that come into play when considering block

effect on the overall appearance of the floor.

parquetry grades and explains how grading applies to both
Australian hardwood block parquetry as well as product
imported from overseas.
In solid strip timber floors, it is generally expected that
features such as gum veins present in the timber will not
dominate the appearance of the floor, while a standard grade
can be chosen when a floor with more feature is required.
Manufacturers can also provide their own grades, which,
although perhaps different from the Australian standard, will

However, when applying the same
runs to the shorter parquetry lengths,
the features present can dominate the
appearance. It was for this reason that
parquetry clear grade was established
to provide a grade with less feature
than select grade.

often be similar in appearance to those grades.
How clear is clear? It may be thought that clear would

The same Australian manufacturing standard relating
to hardwood solid strip timber floors also applies to block

mean free of feature, although even in this grade a small

parquetry. Part One of the Australian Standard covers topics

amount of non-dominating feature is still permitted.

such as moisture content and tolerances, while Part Two can

In practice however, there are only a limited number of
companies that produce parquetry. These companies tend

be applied to grade.

to have their own grade names or may supply a select grade

There is one difference, however, in that there is also a
parquetry clear grade, which applies because of the effect of

block that is more closely aligned to parquetry clear grade.

the grade on the shorter lengths of timber.

Some manufacturers may also provide a mix of blocks with

For example, if considering a three metre long board in

some clear and others with feature.

strip flooring, one feature toward the end can dictate the

Some parquetry, particularly Oak from the USA and

grade even though the remainder of the board is free of

Europe, is entering the Australian market. These blocks

Why is Australian-made Timbermate winning
so many awards in America?
Timbermate Woodfiller...

• Never shrinks, sinks, cracks or falls out
• Is 4 products in 1 - Wood Putty,
Grain Filler, Crack Filler & Edge Filler

• No latex. No acrylic. No solvent.
• No waste - use to the last drop
• Takes any stain evenly
Timbermate So good you’ll never
know it’s there
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Simple

Others...

• Shrink, sink, crack or fall out
• Have limited uses and short shelf life
• Contain latex, acrylic or solvent
• Dry out in the tub - very costly
• Won’t mix with all tints or stains
• Don’t take stains evenly

www.timbermate.com.au
Toll Free: 1 800 354 811 (Except Mobiles)
Melbourne: (03) 9873 4811 Sydney: (02) 9983 9906

Moderately featured Australian
hardwood parquetry

Stained American Oak

Whittle Waxes
The Australian
experts in
ecologically
harmonised finishes
for naturally
beautiful timber

Colour contrast with the presence of sapwood in an Oak floor

can be larger in size than local production and may be tongued and grooved.
When it comes to this material, aspects relating to grade are not so obvious.
This material has not been graded to the Australian Standard and at times
may have characteristics that can be of concern to owners. It is therefore
important that those who are importing parquetry are aware of the grading of
the product and can also make prospective owners aware. One example of this
is the presence of sapwood in Oak. It is apparent that some overseas grading
rules do not permit it in clearer grades. This differs from Australian grading
rules where sapwood is permitted in all grades irrespective of any variation in
colour.
As an aside, it is also important to realise that Oak from the USA will also
be manufactured to lower moisture contents. Be aware that swelling after
installation is to be expected and if acclimatised from the low moisture
content, care is necessary as block width variability can result. f

Select grade, Spotted Gum

Give us a call for a brochure pack on

1300 326 929
www.whittlewaxes.com.au
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Tips from the trade
Finding the nails in a secret nailed floor
Over the years I have had to do a number of repairs on timber floors which have
required me to pull out damaged boards. One of the biggest problems I have found
in doing this is working out where the nails are if the floor has been secret nailed.
I certainly don’t want to run the saw into nails and blunt the blade, or worst still
send metal shards flying up into my face. A little trick I found was to get some round
rare earth magnets, which have very powerful magnetism. Roll them along the edge
of the board that needs to be removed. When they cross a nailhead they stop and

www.ivankirtonflooring.com.au
Ivan Kirton Parquetry and Floor

“ping” to attention. Then I mark the position so I can stay clear of the nails when I’m

Sanding has an excellent website

working with power tools.

featuring a fantastic project

The magnet costs around $1.50,

gallery showing a huge breadth of

which is a small investment

work with Ivan on the tools. This

when you consider the cost of a

is an excellent example of how

good quality saw blade or a trip

flooring contractors can market

to an emergency department.

themselves online, including a

Luke Daffy, Viking Floors

blog and testimonials as well. Ivan

We have a winner! Luke will

and Samantha’s passion for good

receive an Attic 30 for this

customer service is clear.

winning tip. - Ed

WRITE IN TO TIMBER FLOORS
MAGAZINE AND WIN!
We’d like our readers to provide the content for this page with tips from the
trade, learned from the front lines of the timber flooring industry! Write us a
letter and the published letter judged as the best contribution will win an
Attix 30 dust extractor from Nilfisk-Alto valued at $1230! Send your
contributions to editor@atfa.com.au or fax 02 9440 9066.

ATTIX 30

VALUED AT $1230

• Easy handling and maintenance
• Compact, ergonomic and powerful
• 30L container volume
• Auto on/off for electrical power tool
• Big and practical tool deposit
• Multifit accessory system for the
ultimate in task flexibility
• Featuring Xtreme Clean:

A fully automatic filter cleaning system that takes care
of filter cleaning without interrupting your work. Just
start the vacuum and the filter is automatically cleaned
every 30 seconds. You concentrate on your task and
Xtreme clean will take care of the rest!
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ATFA

ATFA Installation, Sand and Coat Seminar
Perth 15 July 2010, Brisbane 19 July 2010

ATFA Advanced Timber Technology, Perth
17 August 2010

ATFA Advanced Timber Coating, Perth
18 August 2010

ATFA Parquetry and Cork Seminar, Melbourne
25 August 2010

ATFA Floor Inspector Course, Brisbane
31 August - 2 September 2010

ir talk with Emma Watt
Cashing in annual leave

must be made in writing and the

websites
www.timberawards.com.au
Entries are open for the eleventh

employer must retain a copy of the

annual Timber Design Awards

ten National Employment

request as part of the time and

which include a category for best

Standards (NES) that apply to

wages records. The employee must

use of timber flooring, sponsored

Australian employees. There is

be paid the full amount that would

an NES for annual leave, which

have been payable to them had they

contains provisions allowing

taken the leave.

The Fair Work Act 2009 contains

It is critical that employers

employers and employees to agree
to cash in annual leave in certain

clearly establish whether or not

circumstances.

an employee is eligible to cash in

Under the NES, an employee is
eligible to cash in annual leave,

by ATFA.

annual leave before agreeing to
do so.
As an example, any

either if they are covered by an
award or an enterprise agreement

employee who works under the

(approved by Fair Work Australia)

Manufacturing and Associated

that expressly allows for cashing

Industries and Occupations Award

in annual leave, or if they are not

2010 may not cash in their annual

earth magnets to your tool box so

covered by either an award or an

leave, because the award does not

that you can use Luke Daffy’s tip

enterprise agreement.

contain provisions authorising this.

from the trade, visit this website for

A company that cashes in annual

a wide range of magnets, delivered

If an employee is eligible to cash
in annual leave, they must only

leave accrued by employees

cash in annual leave in excess of

covered by this award could be

four weeks. The employee’s request

fined up to $33,000.

www.aussiemagnets.com.au
If you would like to add some rare

nationally.

Emma Watt specialises in advising small to medium sized businesses in
the timber and furnishing industries. She offers ATFA members two free
telephone calls per annum for help on IR/HR issues.
Phone 03 8822 3712 Mobile 0411 708 073
Email emma@emmawatt.com.au
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Product snap shots
INTERGRAIN ENVIROPRO TIMBER SEAL ULTRA

HURFORD’S GREENTREE
Hurford Hardwood has introduced a flooring range

At last – a water based sealer that covers all floor sander

derived exclusively from certified hardwood plantations.

needs is now available! Intergrain Enviropro Timber Seal

GreenTree Flooring is available in three distinctive colour

Ultra is an ultra performance water-based polyurethane

options: Rose, Blonde and Roasted. Throughout the

sealer that enhances the natural colour of timber floors. Its

production process, any waste that is generated is then

unique formulation makes it easy to sand without clogging

used to create green energy for domestic use through

up screens. It also minimises the risk of tannin bleed in

a co-generation power plant. A portion of the profits

tannin rich timbers such as Blackbutt and Spotted Gum.

generated from GreenTree Flooring is reinvested into

When used with Enviropro Endure 1 Pack, Endure 2 Pack

establishing further hardwood plantations to ensure our

and Endure High Build, Timber Seal Ultra becomes part of

forests are here for now and the future.

a high performance system.

For details visit www.hardwood.com.au or phone
Hurford Hardwood on 02 6621 9886.

For further information visit
www.intergrainenviropro.com.au
or call 1800 248 780.

IPHONE APPLICATION FOR WOOD LOVERS
I.D. Wood is an iPhone application available from Apple.

Primatech has modified their successful P250 pneumatic

This useful app details almost 160 timber species from

nailer. This is a professional tool designed exclusively for

around the world with full screen samples and detailed

gym and large floor installations. The nailer comes with

species data including botanical names, species origins,

a fully adjustable roller base allowing the nailer to glide

colour descriptions, woodworking properties, common

effortlessly left or right without coming off the board. This

uses, durability ratings, sustainability credentials and janka

unique feature will not only shorten the installation time

ratings. I.D. Wood will work

but also minimise back fatigue and put less stress on wrist

with or without an internet

movement.

connection so that samples

Other unique features include

and information are always

an extra long magazine that

at your fingertips. From the

carries additional cleats to speed

basic to the exotic, I.D. Wood

up installation time as well as the nailer

turns your iPhone into a

remaining square on the face of the

virtual timber guidebook for

board for maximum

seasoned timber flooring

fixing accuracy.

professionals.
I.D. Wood is available at
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Primatech 250AR Gym Edition

For details on the
Primatech 250AR

the Apple iTunes store for

phone 02 9406 8100 or

$US5. Visit the store at

visit the Synteko website at

www.itunes.apple.com

www.synteko.com.au

E
T
A
M
A
R
E
F
RE
Receive a $25 Woolworths
Wish Card for you and
one for your mate.
As an ATFA member you’ll earn a $25
Woolworths Wish Card for yourself and for a
mate when they become an ATFA member.
Cards can be used for groceries, liquor, petrol
and more. Your friend will need to identify you
as the referrer on their ATFA application form.
Once membership is ﬁnalised you will both be
sent a Woolworths Wish Card!

Australian Timber Flooring Association
www.atfa.com.au | phone 1300 361 693

Project feature: A flawed floor
Who’d have thought that a beautiful timber floor could

then strategically screwed and nailed to the existing timber

attract tourists in its own right? Tasmanian Winery,

floor. The timber was then finished with thinned down acrylic

Meadowbank Estate, east of Hobart, has achieve just that

paints and coated with a Feast Watson varnish.

with their artistic timber creation on the floor of their cellar
door and restaurant.
The artwork is an 18 metre-long jigsaw-style floor mural,

a little demanding as the tiniest mistake made in the
placement of these was hugely magnified a few metres

which chronicles the history of the wine industry pioneers

later,” said Tom. “This really tested the temper at times, as

from the Tamar and Coal Valleys. Accompanying the mural

we were left wondering how an error could have happened,

is a nonsense poem written by writer and journalist Graeme

especially when all the underlying templates had fitted

Phillips. Together they tell the history of Tasmania’s wine

together perfectly!”

industry - the oldest wine industry in Australia.
The floor was created by renowned Tasmanian artist,

The elaborate floor took almost a year to complete, from
the initial drawings to the last screw. “We actually screwed

Tom Samek, who used an assortment of local timber species.

and painted the last piece about half an hour before the

“About 70 percent of the timber used is 19mm Tasmanian

opening ceremony!”

Oak tongue and groove flooring,” explained Tom. “I tried to

“We called the artwork “Flawed History” because we

find as many figured planks as possible. The rest is a mixture

knew we didn’t have all the stories and as we find out more

of Blackwood, Sassafrass, Elm and Huon Pine. We even

about the history of our wine industry we will continue to

found some English Oak that came from council culling in

add to the artwork,” said Gerald Ellis, Managing Director

one of our local parks.”

of Meadowbank Estate. “And I just knew with Tom’s unique

The individual pieces were screwed to 5mm plywood (in
sections that avoid showing any obvious joining lines) and
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“Fitting in the pre-assembled pieces was sometimes

approach and Graeme’s enjoyable, tongue-in-cheek writing
style, that the result would be excellent!” f

Gunns wood
is
In November 2005, the GoodWood® brand was launched.
GoodWood® is a unique concept in the marketing of Australian
hardwood.
Gunns Timber Products has adopted this brand and will further
invest in this initiative following the acquisition of ITC Timber.
With an aim to further develop and grow this brand within the
timber market.

GoodWood® means that the stylish look and feel of timber can
be enjoyed while knowing that future Australians can enjoy the
same timber resources, parks, forests and wildlife that we do
today.
Gunns Timber Products GoodWood® brand is a company owned
mark of certification. It is our way of communicating to our
customer that, in addition to national and international forestry
accreditation, we too have a mark driven by certified timber.
Both Gunns Timber Products and our customers can use this
initiative to provide further value to Australian timbers in
domestic and international markets.
For further information on how you can become a member or
campaign details please contact Nicole Lewis on 08 8721 2204
or email nicole.lewis@gunns.com.au.
For state sales enquiries please phone toll free 1800 088 135 or
fax 1800 337 104 or visit www.gunnstimber.com.au for further
information.

GoodWood® means that customers and end users know the
timber used is supplied in a controlled, environmentally
responsible and sustainable basis and that the production of
GoodWood® is controlled in Australia - not contrived from poorly
controlled or illegal logging.

Tasmanian Oak

Victorian Ash

Blackwood

Myrtle

Jarrah
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